
Archives & Archivists SIG Meeting

Wednesday, February 9, 2022; 3-4 p.m. MT, on Zoom

Facilitators:
● Dylan McDonald and Jonathan Pringle (Co-Chairs)

Attendees: 14

Agenda Items

Welcome/Introduction
Dylan and Jonathan introduce themselves to the group, acknowledging this as the first meeting of
the group for 2022. Abby Smith, Librarian/Archivist from the New Mexico Museum of Art (Santa
Fe), introduces themselves to the group. Dylan expresses the SIG’s commitment to welcoming
archivists, in particular those given the ‘archives’ responsibilities at their institution. Enjoy learning
from each other. Later in the meeting, Cassandra Smith, Tribal Archivist for the Pueblo of Isleta,
introduced herself to the group.

Follow up from discussion on land acknowledgment
Jonathan reports that yesterday (Tuesday, February 8th) he met with Jonna Paden (IPCC), Codi
Hooee (Zuni), Brittany Garcia (Zuni), and Valerie Fernando (IPCC). Had a very productive
discussion and started a draft document that will form the basis of a land acknowledgement for the
SIG. Will continue working on the draft over the next couple of weeks. The land acknowledgment
will speak uniquely to New Mexico and its Pueblos/Nations represented in the state. Will weave in
history/preservation of history from traditional knowledge perspectives. Will respond to the needs
of members connected to our SIG. Speaks to our unique roles as history/knowledge keepers.
Look forward to sharing at a future meeting.

Looking for a note-taker for our meetings
Need a volunteer to take minutes. Around 60-70 people on the listserv, many of whom are not
able to come to all meetings. Jonathan and Dylan relay the importance of recording minutes for
following up on previous discussions/action items. Regina Bouley Sweeten volunteered to be a
backup choice if no one else is able to do it. Jonathan confirms that SIG meetings are recorded
and notes can be documented post-meeting. Jonathan thanks Regina and will make contact
post-meeting.

NMLA follow-up and collaborations with other SIGs
Have spoken a lot about bringing in speakers, some from other SIGs within NMLA. We tried
reaching out to the leadership of the Advocacy for School Libraries SIG (twice) and didn’t receive
a response. Are there other SIGs we would like to hear from? Regina shared a link to the listing of

https://nmla.org/Special-Interest-Groups


NMLA SIGs. Dylan is curious if the Local & Regional SIG is still active. Outside of the SIGs, we
would preferably like to engage with somebody here in New Mexico.

Ideas for speakers (for April meetings and beyond) collections
● Ellen Dornan (New Mexico Humanities Council) works with digital humanities; Ellen could

speak about different funding opportunities for working with our collections. Dylan agrees
that Ellen would be a great person to reach out to.

● Portia suggests someone to talk about grants available in NM, including the one offered
through the New Mexico Historical Records Advisory Board (NMHRAB).

○ Ryan and Jonathan can speak to NMHRAB funding available, including through the
Regrant program

○ NMHRAB grants are due April 1st
● Jenna shared a link for the NM Association of Museums. Jenna is interested in finding

ways to link the museum, library, and archives fields together. Ryan is President of NMAM;
their meeting this year is in Silver City. They are always looking for folks to speak at their
monthly brown bag.

● In chat, Dylan shares links for grants offered by the Historical Society of New Mexico and
New Mexico Humanities. He suggests creating a meeting/program around all the grants
available and inviting speakers from all of the organizations.

● Jonathan is thankful for the meeting minutes, to remind him of things to follow up on. He
will keep all of these ideas in mind for finding future speakers.

● Ryan shared a document on crafting/hiring term positions that was recently published.
What to include in positions to prevent turnover.

Updates and announcements
Portia Vescio:

● Transition to NMAO: IT has given her old XML files (finding aids) which can be used if
anything didn’t transfer. IT is also working with photo archives in Santa Fe for photos
that wasn’t represented in RMOA. Portia will continue to send out reminders for
trainings as they come out.

● Society of Southwest Archivists (SSA) Annual Conference: Will be in Albuquerque in
2023. Portia is the Chair of the local arrangements committee. Recently had a meeting
with the committee. The host committee has the okay from SSA to design it as a hybrid
conference. Jonathan & Ryan have offered to investigate IT costs associated with
hosting a successful hybrid meeting. Portia and Cindy putting together proposals for
hotels/host locations. Portia will reach out to Jonna about possibilities at IPCC. Portia
has set up a listserv and everyone who volunteered to be on the committee should have
gotten at least one email with the minutes from the first meeting; email Portia
(pvescio@unm.edu) if you have not. She will send follow-up emails next week for
conference roles and next steps. Portia will present to SSA leadership on plans (to date)
in March.There was a discussion about the future of online/hybrid conferences and
inclusivity. Portia unsure if SSA will factor in a budget item to cover the necessary
technology to create a hybrid meeting. Dylan, as a member of the SSA leadership, will
continue advocating for fully hybrid meetings, and pressuring host cities/hotels to
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provide the appropriate technology to make them successful. Portia noted that more
people than ever before attended the previous year’s (fully online) meeting. Portia and
Dylan also pointed out that SSA 2022 (Houston) features content/presentations almost
entirely centered on Texas institutions. It was surmised that this was because the 2022
meeting is exclusively in-person in Houston. Ryan provides a small preview of the use
of the ‘meeting owl’ for use in hybrid meetings. IAIA has 15 meeting owls for their
institution. Jonna confirms that IPCC has this technology at their facility.

Dylan and Anna Uremovich:
● Circling back to a discussion last year, creating a list of institutions that have archives/

archivists. The Directory of Historical Records Repositories - HINTS database has since
expired and needs updating. Anna had volunteered to lead a smaller group of people
willing to work on updating such a listing/database. Anna could use two other helpers
who could each take a dozen counties (out of 33) and start calling around to the
institutions there. There was a discussion about engaging with a traveling archivist
(through NMHRAB funding) to support this work. Anna and the team could use the
HINTS database as a starting point. Jonathan recalls somebody providing the files from
the HINTS database and will dig around to find those for Anna. Ryan similarly suggests
getting the information out of the current HINTS database to prevent duplicating efforts.
If there are a couple of people interested in helping, contact Anna
(auremovich@GMAIL.COM) directly by the next meeting.

Regina Bouley Sweeten:
● At Eastern New Mexico University, they are doing more community outreach. Regina

will be presenting on preservation for people’s materials. Regina is also thinking of
using ClioVis to create a walking tour of WPA locations on campus.

Next Meeting Information

Dylan will create a new Zoom meeting request for everybody’s calendars. Our meeting frequency
is BiMonthly (every other month). The next meeting will be Wednesday, April 13, 2022 3-4 p.m.
MT

About the Archives & Archivists SIG
Our SIG aspires to be a Community of Practice: one that “grows out of a need for connecting with other
people who share the same issues, learning environment, and/or passion.” Our community is built on a
foundation of trust, respect, optimism, and intentionality. Please exercise these core tenets with other
members in all interactions, whether virtual or in real life.

Loa, Berlin, and Kruger, Pamela Nett (2021) “Community of Practice at the California State University Special Collections and University Archives,”
Journal of Western Archives: Vol. 12: Iss.1, Article 1.
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